
Experiments in WAM emulators and termrepresentations.Bart DemoenDepartment of Computer SieneKatholieke Universiteit LeuvenB-3001 Heverlee, Belgiumbmd�s.kuleuven.a.be Phuong-Lan NguyenInstitut de Mathematiques Appliqu�eesUniversit�e Catholique de l'Ouest49000 Angers, Franenguyen�ima.uo.frAbstratSuessful Prolog implementations are often based on WAM. While WAM is a very goodstarting point, it leaves ertain issues open and also allows within its framework a lot of varia-tions, optimizations and extensions, e.g. regarding the term representation, the instrution set,the memory organization, the represented data et. It is therefore no surprise that di�erent im-plementations of Prolog have suessfully exploited in di�erent ways the freedom left by WAM.While suessful within their partiular ontext, it is diÆult to assess the merit of a partiularvariation. This work desribes an attempt to do exatly that: Within one basi implementation- dProlog, based on WAM and using the XSB ompiler - four term representations were imple-mented and ompared. Eah of these representations has been used by some suessful system,so it is worthwhile to have empirial data on their performane while keeping all other thingsequal. Still within dProlog, we also report on di�erent hoies in the emulator for WAM. SinedProlog is a reasonably eÆient Prolog system, it is relevant to measure the impat of thesehoies.1 IntrodutionWAM 1 has been the basis for many Prolog systems, also the most suessful ones. WAM leavesopen ertain issues like the implementation of ut, dynami ode et. but even when it spei�esother issues, they an be variated on and one an onsider suh variations often still as WAM in thebroad sense. Examples are optimizations like instrution ompression, new ways to propagate theread-write mode, the organization of the staks or a di�erent tagging shema. Another variation -the one that is of interest to this paper - onerns the term representation itself: e.g. while WAMinitializes permanent variables on the loal stak when possible, other implementations have hosento globalize permanent variables on their �rst ourrene (BIM Prolog always, AQUARIUS [15℄under ertain onditions) and onsequently do not have to deal with unsafe variables; PARMA [14℄represents the binding between two free variables di�erently from WAM and this makes dereferen-ing a onstant time operation; BinProlog [13℄ employs a tag on data shema instead of the WAMtag on pointer shema. Eah of these variations on WAM has been suessful to a ertain extentwithin its own ontext: BIM Prolog used native ode generation (whih was new at the time);BinProlog binarizes lauses before ompiling them [12℄; PARMA [14℄ and AQUARIUS [15℄ rely onabstrat interpretation for their top speed. Beause the ontext of the implementation of the dif-ferent term representations has been di�erent, it is not at all lear how these term representations1we assume knowledge of WAM; see for instane [1℄



really ompare, i.e. there has been no empirial study of the impat of hanging within one eÆientsystem the representation of e.g. tag-on-pointer to tag-on-data, all others things kept equal.This is exatly what we aimed to do and present in this paper: set up an experiment whihompares diretly the four above mentioned term representations in the same implementation.Suh an experiment only makes sense in the ontext of a reasonably omplete and fast Prologimplementation. So we ould have started from an existing eÆient system like Yap [4℄ or SICStus[3℄ and do the experiment there. However, beause of our prior involvement with XSB (see e.g. [7℄),and also beause hanging suh omplete systems tends to be very time onsuming, we deided tostart almost from srath: we borrowed the XSB ompiler 2 for the generation of abstrat mahineode (XSB is largely WAM based) and we built a new emulator. This had the additional advantagethat we ould bene�t from the experiene reported in [4℄ and partly redo the experiment reportedon there. Also, our involvement with indutive learning [6℄ required us to write a Prolog systemfrom srath at some point anyway.We named the resulting Prolog system dProlog: it is omplete enough to bootstrap itself(ompiler, toplevel, reader and a number of builtins written in Prolog) and allow rudimentary boxlevel debugging, but it is not more omplete than needed for the experiment; in partiular dynamiprediates, the �ndall family of builtins, exeption and interrupt handling, modules and garbageolletion have not been implemented: suh features an be added without a�eting the rest of thesystem speed wise 3 and therefore their absene does not inuene our �ndings.So one basi hoie was to stik largely with the XSB ompiler: setion 2 ontains more in-formation on this issue. The other hoie was to remain in the emulator business: the results ofour experiene might not immediately be valid for native ode generating systems. But it learlydoesn't make sense to study the impat (speed or spae) of hanges in a system that is belowstandard: e.g. the di�erene between two tagging shemas might never show in the slow emulatorof BIM Prolog.This meant we set the standard quite high given the sometimes bad ode that the XSB ompilergenerates: we wanted dProlog to be in the same ball park as SICStus Prolog emulated with allbells and whistles (i.e. using g extensions). SICStus Prolog does not have the fastest emulatoraround these days: Yap [4℄ beats SICStus Prolog onsistently. So we deided to use similar ideasas Yap in the implementation of the emulator. As a onsequene dProlog performs as good as Yapfor ertain benhmarks - espeially the smaller ones - but given our hoie of XSB for generatingthe ode to be emulated, dProlog has no hane to get on par with SICStus Prolog. Still, we feltthat the initial goal was met, at least on the hardware we were experimenting on: Pentium II, 260MHz, 128Mb. We report on the aspet of performane ompared to other systems in setion 5,mainly beause it shows that our emulator is of suÆient quality to make the results of the furtherexperiments relevant.Apart from the other motivations for doing this e�ort of implementing a new system fromsrath, we wanted to satisfy some private uriosity regarding an unusual term representation weused for integers and oating point numbers, and a di�erent layout of environments: see furtherfor a desription of these. Also the fat that a new emulator based on the XSB ompiler wouldgive insight in to what extent the XSB emulator an be improved played some role.The basi version of dProlog has the following harateristis:� separate stak for loal and hoie point stak2inluding the reader3this might not be lear to some readers, but we have no time to dwell on this now2



� no environment trimming: the XSB ompiler does not generate the information to do it;moreover, the loal stak grows towards the heap (as in XSB) but environments are putupside-down, so that after a new environment is pushed, the top of loal stak equals E (see[9℄); this also results in less testing during trailing, but in an extra omparison when bindingtwo free variables� no tidying of the trail during ut 4� no trail overow testing: see setion 7 for more explanation and the e�et on speed of trailoverow testing; all other overow testing (heap, loal stak, hoie point stak) is done insoftware� like XSB, dProlog always generates a �le with the abstrat mahine ode when it ompilesa program; this saves time on later onsults - for ease of development, this �le is humanreadable, whih slows down onsulting it, but has been of great help during the experiment� like XSB, in indexing ode with a hash table, dProlog deals with hash ollisions by a try-retry-trust hain: this explains some of the (relatively) bad benhmarksThe basi struture of the XSB ompiler was not hanged: variable lassi�ation 5, builtinalling onvention, indexing (whih is suboptimal as it is a two level indexing shema - see [2℄),register alloation 6 et. was not touhed. We made three kinds of hanges: (1) the funtionalityof the test heap instrution - the entry point of eah prediate in the urrent implementation ofXSB - testing for heap overow was shifted to the all (and exeute) and onsequently the genera-tion of test heap was suppressed; (2) to provide native size integers (and oating point numbers)small hanges were neessary: see setion 2; (3) we have added a few peephole optimizations forinstrution ompression and added a few instrution speializations: we will ome bak to theselater and report on their impat in setion 7.We also wanted to experiment with and report on implementation hoies within the emulatoritself. Therefore we have set up dProlog so that it an be installed in 6 di�erent basi emulatormodes depending on two parameters: the �rst parameter sets the number of opode �elds in eahinstrution; it is either 1 - as is ustomary - and then the read-write mode in the unify-instrutionsis expliitly tested by means of the WAM S register; or it is 2, in whih ase the read-write modeis propagated by using the �rst opode �eld in read mode and the seond in write mode (see [4℄for more detail). The seond parameter an orthogonally be set to plain swith, jump tableand threaded whih is a similar hoie as in SICStus THREADED = 0,1 or 2. The latter tworequire GNU . We will also in detail report on the e�ets (time and spae) of these six modes insetion 6.As in [4℄ we have assigned the program ounter to a hardware register. We will show the e�etof assigning it to di�erent hardware registers and of making it loal or global - see setion 7. Wereport there also on instrution ompression, fast all, onditional trailing, trail overow heking,28 versus 32 bit integers and instrution speialization.Our �rst version of dProlog always globalizes permanent variables on their �rst ourrene: wewill later refer to this version as the heap vars system.After the �rst version of dProlog (heap vars) was �nished with all the above variations, wereated three more versions: we will refer to these versions as wam vars, parma vars and4tidying the trail during ut an a�et the omplexity of a program in a bad way - see the appendix5XSB no notion if void variables6whih is also far from optimal 3



tag on data. They di�er from dProlog in only one aspet: wam vars initializes variables as undefson the loal stak whenever possible, exatly as in WAM, and thus knows unsafe variables (see[16, 1℄; parma vars uses the variable representation as in [14℄; tag on data uses the representationas in BinProlog [13℄. Parma vars and tag on data also always globalize permanent variables. Thereason for this hoie in parma vars is that the report in [11℄ ontains several pages on the intria-ies of having variables also in the loal stak and they sared us. For tag on data, we made thealways globalizing hoie beause BinProlog, the only other Prolog system using the tag-on-datarepresentation, doesn't even have a loa stak. These di�erent representations are shortly explainedin setion 3. We will report on the impat of these hanges in setion 8. To keep the ode freefrom too many onditionals, we have hosen to put the variations in di�erent opies of the soureode of dProlog: this was a good hoie beause often a di�erent sequene of dereferening andtesting is optimal for the variations. And in pratie, there are only 3 �les that are not shared byall versions.We will start by briey introduing ertain aspets of the XSB ompiler, dProlog, the taggingshema and the term (or variable) representation variants in setion 3. We end with a onlusionand desription of work that we think is worth doing in this ontext.2 The XSB ompilerAs we have taken the XSB ompiler for produing the abstrat mahine ode, it is worth givingsome of the harateristis of this ompiler.The naming onvention of the XSB ompiler for instrutions an be mapped easily to the usualWAM terminology: instrutions involving variables either refer to a permanent variable (living inan environment) with the letter p or to a temporary variable (living in a X register) with the lettert. As usual, a �rst ourrene in the ode is indiated by a suÆx var and all later ourrenes bythe suÆx val. So we have instrutions like putpvar; gettval. The PUT UNSAFE instrutions isnamed putuval. We'll stik to the XSB naming onvention.We want to sketh briey here the strengths and weaknesses of the XSB ompiler and thehanges we made so that it performed for us only what we wanted and not more. XSB supportsHiLog and tabling, both of whih we were not interested in for this experiment: onsequently, wehave removed most of the ode in the XSB ompiler that deals with these extensions. They do notinterfere with the ompilation of ordinary Prolog programs. Also all speialization7 was swithedo�. Overall, the XSB ompiler generates reasonable ode. In partiular we liked the swith on terminstrution, whih is generated when there are only two alternatives, one being with an argumentthat is atomi, the other ompound (inluding list) and also the implementation of the Prolog utis nie. On the other hand, some basi hoies in the ompiler are bad for performane, espeiallywithin an emulator:1. the ativation of a prediate an ause the reation of two hoie points [2℄; this slows downsome benhmarks; in partiular sdda, meta qsort, and also to a lesser extent boyer ...2. in-lined builtins have the onvention that their arguments must be put in the argumentregisters 1 up to the arity of the prediate; sometimes up to three movreg instrutions aregenerated before and after the all to a builtin; the twin alls to funtor/3 in the boyerbenhmark are a good example of this ineÆieny7a prediate speialization aording to (partially instantiated) all patterns that appear in the module4



3. if-then-else is ompiled without a hoie point only for arithmeti tests; other simple testslike e.g. var(X) do ause a hoie point4. register alloation is far from optimal; this results in badly ompiled arithmeti (among otherthings); e.g. the inner loop of the tak benhmark ontains at least �ve instrutions that wouldhave been avoided with a better register alloation5. XSB does not treat void variables in a speial way; this slows down for instane the zebrabenhmarkThe XSB ompiler an generate indexing for any argument (depending on delarations); inorder not to skew the experiment when omparing with other systems, we have disabled the indexdelaration. At the same time we have speialized all indexing instrutions to the �rst argument.XSB does a very peuliar instrution ompression (see setion 7) whih one benhmark bene�tsvery muh from: nrev. We will show how it a�ets overall speed and we will show the impat ofother ommon ompressions.The XSB system features trunated integers (28 bits on a 32-bit mahine) and similarly foroating point numbers: we have deided to implement both suh trunated integers and also fullintegers, i.e. 32 bits. This neessitates hanges in the generated ode, sine a 32-bit integer mustreside on the heap beause it annot have a tag. Below we give the two instrution streams for thehead of the lause head(f(9; 10)): in the ase of trunated integers and full integers:usual XSB ode ode for full intsgetstrut f/2, A1 getstrut f/2, A1uninumon 9 unitvar A2uninumon 10 unitvar A3getint A2, 9getint A3, 10So there is not only an overhead beause full integers take more heap spae, but also in the emula-tor beause full integers require more emulator yles. This e�et will be lear in the benhmarks.Floating point numbers in dProlog are never trunated and onsequently always require the abovetransformation.3 The three term representations on the heap in dPrologThe heap vars and wam vars term representation on the heap is exatly the same: the implemen-tations di�er in the exat plae of initialization of a permanent variable and then deal with theonsequenes.The three di�erent term representations on the heap an be illustrated well with some pitures:Figure 1 shows the representation of the list [a; b℄ in the tag on data shema to the right and in theother shemas to the left. Eah heap ell onsists of a tag (P,S,L,A,I or F) and a pointer or value.
L a A L b A [] A P L a A P L b A [] AFigure 1: The list [a; b℄ on the heap5



It an be seen that tag on data uses one extra heap ell per ons than the other representations.In the tag on data shema as implemented in BinProlog, the list onstrutor is treated as any otheronstrutor. We have instead hosen to speialize the representation of lists within the tag on dataphilosophy, beause that allows the use of exatly the same intermediate instrutions exeuted inall variants of dProlog. See further for more explanation on the speialized list representation fortag on data.Figure 2 illustrates ompound terms, variables and numbers by means of the termf(X; g(X); 17; 3:14).
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� a sliding garbage olletion algorithm has an extra problem sine numbers on the heap arenot preeded by a header; this an be solved by an extra mark bit� retaining sharing of oating point numbers (and full integers) during opying is nearly im-possibleDereferening in the three representations is di�erent. Without an attempt to show the bestode in a partiular ontext, here is basially what needs to happen when dereferening an objetp: parma vars if (ref(p)) p = *p;wam vars and heap vars while (ref(p)) f if (p == *p) break; p = *p; gtag on data while (ref(p)) f if (p == *p) break; q = p; p = *p; gThe following is important: deref is onstant time in parma vars; in tag on data, the value of qis needed after deref: if after deref, p ontains an S-tagged value, q+1 points to the �rst argumentof the struture.A �nal word about dereferening in the PARMA ontext: when two free variables are boundto eah other, they must be tested for equality. [11℄ reports this as a drawbak, but the truth isthat as was noted during the HAL projet in whih also the PARMA representation is used (see[5℄), testing for equality of two free variables in parma vars requires possibly less steps than in theother representations. Also, there exist programs for whih WAM is quadrati and PARMA linearin the input. Both are explained by explained in the appendix.4 Maintaining dProlog while experimentingFrom the start of this projet, we knew we wanted to experiment with di�erent issues, while keepinggood ontrol over the ode and its portability. Probably the main issue here is that it must be easyto modify the layout of instrutions and add new instrutions. There are ertainly several goodways to do this. We found the following very useful.Information about eah instrution is kept as Prolog fats. As an example the fatinstr(jumpz, [dlong(R),dlong(Lab)℄,[opode,areg(R),label(Lab)℄).means that the jumpz instrution in the generated abstrat mahine ode �le has two operands,both of type dlong; and that the internal format (one loaded) has an operation ode, a numberthat represents the argument register (areg) and a label in the ode; note the use of logial variablesto onnet the �le format with the byte ode format.Additional - and orthogonal - fats speify properties about types like dlong (there is also doat,byte and short) and the objets like the WAM argument registers. E.g. the fats:size(byte,1). alignment(byte,1). basi type(areg( ),byte).size(dlong,4). alignment(dlong,4). basi type(label( ),dlong).speify that a byte is one mahine byte, a dlong 4 mahine bytes, the alignment the implemen-tor wants to give them (or is neessitated by the hardware), and that an argument register isrepresented by a byte, and a ode label by a dlong. The size/2 and alignment/2 fats are mahinedependent (the above work on Pentium and SPARC; there is a di�erent set for e.g. Alpha). Thebasi type/2 fats are related to byte ode layout hoies and limitations in the abstrat mahine,e.g. with the fats above, there an be at most 256 temporary variables in a lause.7



From these Prolog fats, parts of the dProlog implementation are generated; e.g. the loader(a C funtion) itself is ompletely generated, as are all the maros needed for fething argumentsfrom the byte ode. Also an empty emulator is generated, i.e. one that ontains loal C variabledelarations, the instrutions to feth the operands and the transfer of ontrol: suh ode must beompleted with the ations to be taken for the instrution, and usually for an optimized version ofthe ode, the generated ode needs hanges, but it was a great help in getting the emulator o� theground.5 Comparing dProlog with SICStus, Yap, XSB and BinPrologJust to show the relative strengths and weaknesses of dProlog, we give a omparison with otherwell-known and/or relevant systems. The �rst set of benhmarks is taken from [15℄. All times are inmilliseonds. Often, the original benhmark produes timings that are too small to be signi�ant;e.g. sdda produes 0 or 10 mses. We therefore repeat eah benhmark in a failure driven loop;the repetition fator is mentioned in the table: sdda(1200) means that the timing is shown forrepeating sdda 1200 times. Eah suh repetition was performed 4 times and the smallest timing isreprodued below. For dProlog, we show here only the mode threaded with two opodes + all otherdefaults - see setion 7 for heap vars. All timings were done on a Pentium II, 260MHz, 128 Mb.Timings are given in 1/100 se 8, and whenever we give sizes of partiular areas, they are in 4-bytewords - exept ode sizes whih are in bytes. The benhmarks always run after eah other in thesame proess. When sizes are given, they represent the state after all the benhmarks above thesize �gure in the same table have run.dProlog 1 SICStus 3#5 Yap4.2.1 XSB 2.1 BinProlog 6.84boyer(1) 40 34 32 95 106browse(1) 48 47 30 95 147al(10) 77 69 68 140 105hat(5) 45 55 43 77 98rypt(200) 53 57 41 108 79ham(2) 59 74 54 137 146meta qsort(125) 51 42 34 118 150nrev(5000) 43 66 45 227 88poly 10(10) 32 27 23 64 58queens 16(2) 88 88 44 180 148queens(10) 106 141 91 260 241reduer(20) 19 13 10 37 35sdda(1200) 40 33 29 70 75send(10) 49 48 28 85 124tak(10) 73 77 53 159 208zebra(30) 82 82 63 139 173Table 1: Comparing dProlog with other systemsWe also show the results of a set of very arti�ial benhmarks: we used these to �nd weaknessesin dProlog. In the table, eah benhmark has as omment what it atually tests. BinPrologperforms super ompilation on ertain types of prediates. In partiular, prediates that look like8the preision of getrusage 8



append/3 are not exeuted by the regular emulator in their deterministi mode, but by a C funtion.Swapping the last two arguments of append/3 prevents this super-ompilation: this was done insnrevswap below.dProlog SICStus Yap XSB BinProlog testingindexa 10 19 9 75 67 indexing on atomsindexa2 71 80 74 205 932 double level indexing on atomsindexf 25 24 26 113 97 indexing on ompound termslist 34 61 45 193 68 list traversalstrut 51 80 58 251 67 struture traversalmetaall 39 399 85 359 86 meta all of atomi goalplus1i 44 114 125 150 392 integer + 1plus1f 133 387 321 319 867 oat + 1.0snrev 58 83 61 269 89 nrev on non-listsnrevswap 60 82 62 269 157 snrev with args2-3 swappedTable 2: Arti�ial benhmarksUnder XSB, the benhmarks indexa, indexa2 and indexf were ompiled with the goal speial-ization turned o�, beause it interfered very muh with what we wanted to measure. It is strikingthat the good results of dProlog on the arti�ial benhmarks, does not sale to the larger ones: thisis at least partly aused by the XSB ompiler whih for small lauses often produes perfet ode,but for the larger ones degrades.It is perhaps worth mentioning that SICStus Prolog, Yap and XSB all implement wam vars,while BinProlog obviously implements tag on data. SICStus and Yap (as dProlog) use g spei�features, while XSB and BinProlog use only ANSI-C.6 Comparing the 6 basi modes of dPrologThe next table shows the results of running dProlog in its six basi modes on the standard set ofbenhmarks. The modes are indiated as swith (for a C swith), jump (for a jumptable) andthreaded (for the threaded implementation) and the suÆx 1 or 2 indiates whether read-writepropagation is not done as in WAM (1) or with two operation odes (2) as desribed in [4℄. Wealso give the ode size (in bytes) beause the ode spae usage for the di�erent modes an be quitedi�erent. However, a priori one an say that the ode sizes for swith1 and jump1 must be equal,and also the ode sizes for swith2 and jump2. The fat that the ode sizes for swith1 and swith2are exatly the same is a oinidene: the alignment and operands of every instrution are suhthat eah has a spare byte.It an be seen that the positive e�et of using two opodes (or two addresses in the ase ofthreading) for read-write propagation is not as good as one might hope. We think there are tworeasons for that: �rst of all, the ode size grows beause of the seond address. This results inmore memory aesses and dereases speed. The seond reason is that the WAM non-read-writepropagation with the S register, performs quite well on modern arhitetures with pre-fethingand branh predition. It might seem strange that swith2 performs worse than swith1: we havetried three variants of swith2 and the results were always similar. Compared to swith1, swith2requires extra jumps and/or inreases register pressure even on instrutions that have no read-writevariant. This is not true when omparing jump1 with jump2 or threaded1 with threaded2.9



swith1 swith2 jump1 jump2 threaded1 threaded2boyer 54 67 44 44 40 40browse 81 95 51 50 48 48al 87 105 87 87 78 77hat 54 64 48 47 46 45rypt 70 84 57 56 52 53ham 99 115 66 65 60 59meta qsort 76 89 56 55 52 51nrev 130 157 45 43 46 43poly 10 46 56 36 34 33 32queens 16 118 141 100 98 89 88queens 176 211 113 110 107 106reduer 26 30 20 20 19 19sdda 51 62 41 42 41 40send 70 85 59 60 49 49tak 101 125 78 78 73 73zebra 103 113 85 83 83 82ode 193004 193004 193004 193004 292416 308152indexa 35 46 11 11 11 10indexa2 133 165 79 79 75 71indexf 60 73 28 25 27 25list 109 138 35 34 35 34strut 158 199 60 55 52 51metaall 97 117 45 46 41 39plus1i 104 128 48 48 45 44plus1f 189 233 138 136 129 133snrev 166 197 65 64 63 58snrevswap 164 197 66 64 65 60ode 202168 202168 202168 202168 305576 321808Table 3: The six basi modes of dProlog - heap vars
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7 The e�et of features and optimizations in dPrologThe next tables only ontains �gures that relate to the heap vars version of dProlog. The generalsetup is that the default settings are ompared with a version in whih one (or sometimes more)features are disabled or introdued. We �rst show variations in the implementation of the emulatoritself, then variations in the generated abstrat mahine ode and �nally variations in the size ofertain parts of the loaded abstrat mahine ode.7.1 Variations in the implementation of the emulatorTable 4 shows the variation of features inside the emulator itself The explanation of the olumnsin table 4 is as follows:� default: the default options for dProlog are threaded, two opodes, bind all, trunated inte-gers, loal p = bx, onditional trailing, no trail overow hek, all instrution speializationand ompression ative� no bind all: usually the all instrution (and exeute) needs to refer to a global prediatetable to �nd the entry point of the prediate to be alled; this gives more exibility asfar as debugging and reonsulting is onerned; in its default mode of operation however,dProlog will put the address of the entry point diretly 9 in the all (and exeute) instrution;we named this bind all; note that maintaining usual debugging and reonsulting an beobtained even when binding alls is ative with little implementation overhead; howeveras urrently implemented, the bind all optimization is not ompatible with Prolog leveldebugging; olumn one shows the e�et of not binding alls: although this optimizationseems a reasonable thing to do, its e�et varies and is not too big; this is in part aused bythe fat that in dProlog the lookup of the entry of a prediate, was kept on purpose verysimple: only one indiretion is needed� always trail: this olumn represents unonditional trailing; its e�et depends on the kindof benhmark - a benhmark in whih eah potential trailing is atual, will obviously bene�tfrom deleting the test -, but is never dramati exept for (s)nrev(swap); we also give themaximal trail size for omparison� trail overow test: if the implementation alloates enough spae for the trail (as muh asthe heap in heap vars and tag on data, six times 10 as muh in parma vars, as muh as heapand loal stak together in wam vars), trail overow testing is not neessary 11; that is thedefault in dProlog; however, the spae penalty might seem too high; so it is worth looking atthe potential performane loss in testing for trail overow; the e�et is surprisingly high onsome benhmarks� full integers: lots of implementations sari�e the range of integer numbers for the bene�t oftheir ompat representation; this means that in XSB for instane, integers are representedwith just 28 bits, as in the basi mode of dProlog; dProlog an also run in a mode with32 bit integers: this olumn shows the performane penalty both spae and time wise; the9this is done on the �rst exeution of that instrution10see appendix for explanation11this ame up during working with Paul Tarau but might be folklore - note that one has to be areful with thisshema when destrutive update is implemented 11



relative bad performane an be partly explained by the partiular representation used forfull integers, relying on a heap o�set; the other reason is the suboptimal abstrat mahineode for full integers� glob bx, glob bp, register, no reg: as in [4℄ we found it bene�ial to assign the programounter of the WAM to a hardware register; [4℄ does not report that there are several hoies:one an reserve the hardware register loally (to the emulator loop) or globally in the whole ofthe implementation; and di�erent hoies as to whih hardware register is used are possible;the default hoie is to assign the program ounter loally to ebx: bf lo bx; the meaningof bf glob bx and bf glob bp follows easily; we also tried just delaring the program ounterloally as a register or giving no diretions to the C ompiler at all;As for the hoie of whih register should be assigned to the WAM program ounter, the tableindiates that a global bx register is best, followed losely by the loal bx register. One shouldnot take this as a general truth: it will depend on fators beyond ontrol like the C ompiler, thepartiular way of writing C ode in the emulator (and elsewhere). Rather one should take this asan indiation that one must try out whih register assignment is good for oneself. We made loalbx our default beause it performs well while being loal. Note that also just delaring the programounter as a register without assigning it to any partiular hardware one, performs quite well, withthe additional advantage that it is fully ANSI.
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default no bind always hek tr full glob bx glob bp register no regall trail overow integersboyer 40 40 40 41 45 40 40 41 41browse 48 47 47 50 49 47 47 50 49al 77 78 79 79 91 78 78 77 78hat 45 45 45 45 47 45 45 44 44rypt 53 52 54 51 62 52 52 52 51ham 59 61 62 62 60 59 59 64 65meta qsort 51 51 52 52 51 51 51 51 51nrev 43 46 53 44 44 43 43 52 51poly 10 32 32 33 32 33 31 31 31 31queens 16 88 90 90 88 108 88 88 90 90queens 106 105 107 103 108 103 103 107 107reduer 19 19 19 19 19 18 18 19 19sdda 40 41 41 40 41 40 40 41 40send 49 49 50 55 60 49 49 54 54tak 73 74 72 74 93 75 75 74 74zebra 82 83 83 86 86 81 81 85 85heap 448296 448296 448296 448296 674911 448296 448296 448296 448296trail 57677 57677 403043 57677 57677 57677 57677 57677 57677ls 190865 190865 190865 190865 238572 190865 190865 190865 190865ode 308152 308152 308152 308152 311044 308152 308152 308152 308152indexa 10 12 11 11 11 11 11 9 11indexa2 71 73 73 71 76 74 74 72 71indexf 25 26 23 25 27 25 25 24 24list 34 37 34 34 39 34 34 48 47strut 51 54 52 52 59 49 49 51 50metaall 39 40 40 44 43 41 41 41 41plus1i 44 45 46 45 63 44 44 44 44plus1f 133 130 126 129 137 129 129 127 128snrev 58 64 72 63 64 61 61 61 62snrevswap 60 63 72 64 65 61 61 61 63heap 448296 448296 448296 448296 674911 448296 448296 448296 448296trail 57677 57677 403043 57677 57677 57677 57677 57677 57677ls 190865 190865 190865 190865 238572 190865 190865 190865 190865ode 321808 321808 321808 321808 325092 321808 321808 321808 321808Table 4: The e�et of emulator properties in dProlog13



7.2 Variating the abstrat mahine odeWe report here on variations in the generated abstrat mahine ode: variations are aused byperforming less instrution ompression or instrution speialization.The XSB ompiler performs one partiular instrution ompression during its peephole opti-mization: the sequene getlist; unitvar; unitvar is ompressed to getlist tvar tvar; append/3 inpartiular bene�ts from it. In table 5 we refer to it with getlist.We have implemented two more instrution ompressions and two instrution speializations:� deallo: ompresses the sequene of the instrutions dealloate; proeed into one (new)instrution deallo proeed, the sequene dealloate; exeute into deallex anddealloate; builtin ; proeed into builtin; deallo proeed; as far as the experiment goes, thisompression is not partiularly e�etive� uni: two subsequent unitva* instrutions are ompressed to one instrution; this leads to fourinstrutions uni tvaX tvaY where X and Y an be r or l; Yap performs this ompression andthat's why we onsidered it worth measuring its e�et in our implementation;� try: speialized versions for try, retry and trust instrutions are generated for prediates witharities 2 and 3; Yap performs this speialization for arities 0 up to 4; the �gures indiate thatthis speialization is a good one� swith: again a speialization found in Yap (and in some other forms in other implemen-tations): if the list exit of a swith on list instrution points to the orresponding getlistinstrution, then a speialized instrution is generated whih as list exit jumps diretly intothe read-mode of the instrution following the getlist; append/3 obviously bene�ts from thisspeialization; XSB generates a swith on term instrution when one alternative has a om-pound argument and the other alternative has an atomi argument; we have as speializedthat for the list ase to start with; sine in our tagging shema, testing for a list and forompound have the same ost, this does not a�et other issuesThe speialization try and ompression deallo are independent of eah other and the othertransformations, whih are performed in the order: swith, getlist, uni. Also, a swith speializationprevents the getlist ompression of the orresponding getlist, but still allows the uni ompressionof the instrutions after the getlist. Likewise, a getlist ompression learly prevents the appliationof uni ompression on the unify instrutions after the getlist. Sine the interation of these threetransformations is triky, we give all seven possibilities (together with the default, that makes 8).The tables show that the e�et is more pronouned on partiular arti�ial benhmarks, but thee�et on larger benhmarks is smaller. This is hardly a surprise.Overall, the ompression uni is the most e�etive.Note that even though the ompiler didn't generate some instrutions, all instrutions werepresent in the emulator at all times.
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all try deallo swith getlist uni swith swith getlist swithspes getlist uni uni getlistompr uniboyer 40 42 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40browse 48 49 49 47 49 50 49 48 50 51al 77 80 77 77 77 77 77 77 77 77hat 45 45 45 44 45 45 45 46 46 46rypt 53 53 53 54 55 52 54 54 55 55ham 59 66 59 59 66 61 66 61 70 70meta qsort 51 54 51 50 51 54 51 54 54 54nrev 43 43 43 50 43 54 50 62 54 62poly 10 32 32 32 32 32 33 32 33 33 33queens 16 88 89 88 92 89 90 92 92 92 94queens 106 115 105 106 106 107 108 108 113 116reduer 19 19 19 19 19 19 18 19 20 19sdda 40 41 41 40 41 40 41 40 41 41send 49 49 49 46 49 49 49 49 49 49tak 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73zebra 82 82 82 82 84 83 84 82 87 87ode 308152 309896 309908 308020 309268 313420 309268 313156 315652 315652indexa 10 11 12 10 10 11 10 10 11 10indexa2 71 70 72 71 71 71 71 71 71 71indexf 25 25 26 25 25 25 25 25 25 25list 34 34 34 49 34 40 40 49 40 54strut 51 49 50 48 51 66 50 66 66 66metaall 39 41 39 38 39 39 39 39 39 39plus1i 44 44 45 44 44 44 44 44 44 44plus1f 133 132 132 133 133 132 133 132 132 132snrev 58 60 60 60 60 75 58 76 76 76snrevswap 60 60 61 59 60 76 59 77 77 77ode 321808 323664 323820 321664 322924 327148 322924 326860 329380 329380Table 5: Variations of abstrat mahine ode in dProlog
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7.3 Changing the sizes in the abstrat mahine odeTable 6 shows how performane hanges when the size of (some objets in) the abstrat mahineode is hanged: areg2-yvar2 means that for the index in the argument register array, 2 bytesare used in the internal instrution representation and also 2 bytes for the o�set of a permanentvariable in its environment. Similar for areg4-yvar4. align20 means that the alignment (see 4)of the whole instrution is set to 20: without hanging any other sizes this results in a lose todoubling of the ode size for the threaded version with double opode. align36 results in a loseto quadruple ode size. swith1 thread2default areg2 areg4 align20 align36 default areg2 areg4 align20 align36yvar2 yvar4 yvar2 yvar4boyer 54 57 55 55 55 40 39 39 41 41browse 81 81 80 80 81 48 49 47 49 49al 87 86 89 87 87 77 78 78 78 78hat 54 55 55 61 64 45 44 46 48 52rypt 70 71 70 71 71 53 54 53 53 54ham 99 101 98 99 99 59 60 59 60 61meta qsort 76 78 76 77 77 51 52 51 52 53nrev 130 140 133 131 131 43 43 43 44 44poly 10 46 48 47 47 47 32 32 32 32 33queens 16 118 120 124 117 117 88 93 88 89 89queens 176 179 182 177 175 106 109 105 106 106reduer 26 26 26 27 28 19 18 19 19 21sdda 51 52 54 54 59 40 42 41 42 44send 70 70 73 70 72 49 54 51 50 50tak 101 102 105 100 101 73 76 75 79 75zebra 103 106 105 105 104 82 91 85 86 84ode 193004 236504 329584 683500 1230300 308152 309620 353120 683500 1230300indexa 35 38 37 36 36 10 11 10 10 11indexa2 133 137 136 135 133 71 80 74 73 73indexf 60 61 60 60 60 25 26 24 25 27list 109 111 114 110 108 34 35 34 34 36strut 158 163 166 160 159 51 57 49 56 52metaall 97 98 95 99 97 39 41 40 40 40plus1i 104 107 104 105 104 44 48 47 46 45plus1f 189 193 195 195 192 133 139 135 138 136snrev 166 169 173 168 165 58 63 62 62 61snrevswap 164 168 174 166 168 60 66 63 64 62ode 202168 246948 343532 714640 1286352 321808 323276 368056 714640 1286352Table 6: Variations due to abstrat mahine ode size in dPrologThe olumns areg2-yvar2 and areg4-yvar4 indiate that there is little reason to restrit thenumber of permanent variables to 255 (or lose to that) as is ommon pratie in many imple-mentations. Atually, the performane penalty for larger ode size is surprisingly small, both forthe single opode swith version and the double opode threaded version. However, we have also16



made some measurements on a smaller mahine, and there the penalty is signi�antly higher. Onean expet also that for larger programs than were tested here, the ode size inrease will alsosigni�antly degrade performane.8 Di�erent term representation shemas in dPrologTable 7 shows the exeution times and some stak sizes for the four term representations mentionedin setion 3. Every version here has the same default settings as in 7.1. As for the stak sizes, onlyheap and trail are mentioned, as the hoie point stak and trail (and also the ode size) is thesame for all four versions.A priori, one an say that heap vars and parma vars onsume the same amount of heap, whiletag on data potentially onsumes more (due to the absene of an optimized list representation)and wam vars onsumes less beause some objets only ever live on the loal stak. For the trail,one expets heap vars and tag on data to trail exatly the same ells, while both wam vars andparma vars trail potentially more. For parma vars, this is beause when a variable is bound to anon-variable, all the ells in the hain representing the variable are bound and subjet to trailing.Note also that in parma vars trailing one ell needs two entries on the trail stak. It is lear thatwam vars must (onditionally) trail on globalizing a permanent variable (unipval and putuval). Buteven for permanent variables that are never globalized, it an be seen that wam vars potentiallytrails more than heap vars from the following example:query :- hoie. bind(666).hoie, hoie :- fail.bind(X),use(X). use( ).In wam vars, the variable X is alloated in the environment of query/0. This environment isolder than the hoie point made by hoie/0. So, binding X to 666 requires trailing. On theother hand in heap vars, the ell that is bound to 666 is on the heap and younger than the hoiepoint, beause the initialization of X happens after the hoie point was reated. Therefore, inheap vars, no trailing ours. This e�et an be observed in the benhmarks, but it is not nearlyas pronouned as the di�erene in heap onsumption between heap vars and wam vars.The �gures in table 7 are in aordane with the above reasoning. There seems to be a hugedi�erene between the heap usage of wam vars and the others. The reported heap usage happensto be the heap usage for boyer (all other benhmarks use less and don't show up in the �gures).Closer inspetion of boyer teahes that 99.6% of the extra heap usage is aused by the partiularbuiltin alling mehanism from XSB: indeed, 99.6% of the di�erene is due to the double alls tofuntor/3 and arg/3.Wam vars omes out as the winner with heap vars a lose seond. Tag on data is learly the biglooser but also parma vars su�ers badly from its disadvantages on some benhmarks. It might betempting to generalize from this, but suh a generalization would be unsienti�. What is de�nitelytrue: a straightforward implementation of parma vars or tag on data will not beat easily the othershemas. So more advaned intermediate ode or tagging shemas are neessary to make themompetitive or perhaps better. To us, it ame as a surprise that the disadvantage of heap vars(more heap usage) is not ompensated for by the simpli�ation in some instrutions and trailing.Also here more work is needed to ahieve this ompensation.17



heap vars wam vars parma vars tag on databoyer 40 38 40 42browse 48 46 46 53al 77 75 77 77hat 45 44 46 47rypt 53 52 52 54ham 59 58 60 64meta qsort 51 48 54 53nrev 43 44 47 56poly 10 32 31 34 34queens 16 88 85 90 90queens 106 103 113 113reduer 19 18 21 21sdda 40 42 43 44send 49 45 52 49tak 73 71 75 73zebra 82 82 97 90heap 448296 144069 448296 448366trail 57677 58635 115366 57677indexa 10 9 10 12indexa2 71 74 72 72indexf 25 25 26 23list 34 34 34 41strut 51 52 64 57metaall 39 40 41 43plus1i 44 45 45 45plus1f 133 130 132 128snrev 58 61 75 74snrevswap 60 61 75 76heap 448296 400185 448296 448366trail 57677 58635 115366 57677Table 7: Four shemas for term representation9 Related workThere is lot of literature on Prolog implementation and there exist lots of exellent Prolog imple-mentations. In partiular [4℄ is worth mentioning beause it gives good advie on implementing anemulator for Prolog. We have followed to a large extent this advie and bene�tted a lot from it. Wean also on�rm the �ndings of [4℄, albeit in the ontext of a di�erent intermediate ode generatorand a di�erent stak layout. Not reported here in detail, but we also found that storing the addressof the argument registers in the instrutions instead of the index in the array of argument registers,gives only marginal speedup (and sometimes even a slowdown) 12. On the other hand, [4℄ does notstress the importane of the quality of the generated mahine ode, probably beause its ompileris of suÆient quality. So, our work is partly in line with [4℄, redoing partly its experiment in adi�erent setting. On the other hand, [4℄ was not aimed at providing empirial data on alternative12dProlog always uses indies for the arguments 18



term representations. In fat, no suh work exists as far as we know. Alternative term representa-tions were always implemented in ombination with other features whih an obsure in unknownways the e�et of the hoie of the term representation.As far as omparisons on paper is onerned: [11℄ desribes niely the issues involved in im-plementing PARMA variables and relates them to WAM, but as the authors note themselves, it isimpossible to onlude with any on�dene how within the same implementation these two alter-natives would ompare. [13℄ hardly disusses the omparison of tag-on-data with the usual WAMrepresentation, but fousses on the issue of term ompression and stak usage.It is entirely possible that other implementors have done preliminary testing similar to what isreported here, before making �nal implementation hoies, but have never published the obtainedresults.10 ConlusionThe main point of this paper is to make the �gures available that we have gathered, about the fourterm representations that are easily ompatible with WAM and about hoies in the implementationof the abstrat mahine ompiler and emulator. The previous setions ontain some interpretationof the �gures, but the main onlusion about the four term representations is that the tag on datarepresentation seems less attrative than the other three. Its main attration is in the fat thatsine pointers are tag-less, the address spae is not restrited and that one an have up to 32 tagbits in the data, a luxury that ould make any implementor water mouth. Admittedly, we havenot implemented term ompression, but sine [13℄ does not report a signi�ant speedup relatedto term ompression and sometimes even a slowdown, we feel that our onlusion holds. Alsoparma vars seems less attrative than the other two, but note that for some admittedly arti�ialexamples, parma vars will perform arbitrarily better (see appendix E). As for hoosing betweenwam vars and heap vars, a spae-time trade o� must be taken into aount and this trade o�hanges with new arhitetures. The onlusions about the tradeo� and also the other issues arebest left to the urious implementor, maybe after having seen the atual implementation (availablefrom http://www.s.kuleuven.a.be/~bmd/dProlog experiment, benhmarks inluded). Sine wewanted the obtained �gures to have some signi�ane, we have put a lot of e�ort in making surethat we have not favored any one version, in partiular, we have made sure that the same abstratmahine ode is exeuted instrution by instrution, that the stak layout is the same, that thenumber of times the general uni�ation 13 is alled is the same, that the indexing (in partiular theourrene of hash ollisions) is the same et. 14 When omparing the four term representationeah within a di�erent ontext, it will be next to impossible to keep all the above fators the same.However, one might also see this uniformity as a drawbak: eah of the term representations mightbene�t in a di�erent way from a partiular ation, e.g. dereferening during a partiular instrutionmight be good in wam vars but not in parma vars. We have little defense against suh ritiism:we are aware that given muh more time, we an improve eah of the four implementations, butwe are not aware of having favored one over the other.So, what to do with the �gures ? One use is when other issues are on the line. E.g. it is knownthat in SLG-WAM as implemented by XSB, the trail must be tidied on ut. However, tidy ut ontrail an a�et the omplexity in a bad way (see appendix E). Also, it turns out that this tidying13dProlog implements no ours hek, neither rational trees14the number of times dereferening is performed is not the same: wam vars and parma vars have by neessitymore than heap vars (about 6 perent for the benhmark suite), tag on data has marginally less beause of a di�erentoptimal sequene of instrutions in the swithonlist instrution19



of the trail in SLG-WAM is only needed for loal stak variables. On the basis of the �gures inthis paper, one ould ome to the onlusion that it is worthwhile to trade the wam vars shemafor the heap vars and not tidy the trail on ut.The most important thing when ontemplating the implementation of partiular optimizationsor representations, is to keep in mind what some issues will a�et many parts of the system, whileothers will have only an impat in one plae. E.g. instrution ompression will probably a�etloally the ompiler and the emulator, while a di�erent term representation a�ets the implemen-tation more globally.The �gures give also good indiations on whih speializations, ompressions and emulatoroptimizations are interesting and unover weaknesses in the XSB ompiler. As suh, they areurrently being used in a redesign of the XSB emulator.There are de�nitely points at whih our experiene might not arry over immediately: we havegathered data only on one proessor. For a di�erent mahine, the trade o�s might be di�erent.Sine dProlog is portable to most arhitetures (and we have ported it to some) the experimentsan be redone for eah platform one hooses but it will require some extra work as well, mainlybeause of hardware registers to be assigned to WAM registers in a judiious way.It is also not lear whether the results arry over to di�erent implementations of logi.Like in [4℄ we found that a fast emulator is a ombination of the following fators:1. C ode written aording to a ertain disipline2. seletive use of g features3. a deent basi abstrat mahine ode generator4. some instrution ompression5. some instrution speializationWe were missing mostly item 3: while [4℄ laims that for instane the sophistiation of registeralloation as in [8℄ is not needed, we found that bad register alloation as in XSB, is a real drawbak.Also the following two points are very important in our opinion: single level indexing is to bepreferred over double level indexing (see also [2℄); and seondly the basi mehanism for (in-lined)builtins must be well thought out for an emulator: the XSB mehanism (setting up the argumentsin partiular argument registers) leads to more register shu�ing and more exeuted emulator yles.There is value in redoing the e�ort desribed in [4℄ albeit in a di�erent ontext 15: it hasindiated that the advie given in [4℄ is more generally appliable than within its own ontext.Apart from the main results, there is another lesson to be learned from our experiment: theoriginal intention was to make a fast system on the basis of the XSB ompiler. In fat, ourdispleasure with the speed of the XSB system made us searh for ways to improve XSB. Also, wewanted to rely on as few ad ho haks as possible: we were onvined that a disiplined way ofwriting an emulator would lead to a reasonably fast emulator, espeially sine [4℄ gives suh goodand easy to follow advie. This turned out to be only partially true: even with the suboptimalode generated by XSB, one an make an emulator that beats SICStus Prolog regularly. But onthe basis of the XSB ompiler one an't ome lose to a system like Yap that together with a gooddisipline for the implementation of its emulator, also uses a well thought out abstrat mahineompiler.15in exatly the same ontext would probably be meaningless20
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A Why the name dProlog ?When looking for a name, we started alphabetially: aProlog is learly a bad name; bProlog andProlog were out beause there exist systems like that already; so dProlog was the hoie :-)B Di�erene in number of times of derefereningCompared to heap vars:� ls vars: more in putuval, bldpval, bldtval, unitval ... eah instrution that must test whethersomething must be globalized� parma vars: more in bldpval, bldtval, unitval, all unkn, metaall ... eah instrution thatpotentially puts an undef inside a struture� tag on data: less in swithonlist( skip): beause of better instrution sequeneC Maximal trail size in PARMA related to heap sizeLet N == heap size and assume that the heap ontains N free variables whose hain has lengthone (that's learly the maximal number of free variables the heap an ontain). Eah binding oftwo di�erent hains (even the trivial hain of length one) representing free variables has as e�etthat there will be one hain less and that at most two loations are value trailed. Now you end upwith one free variable on the heap, and this has ost at most 2 �N traiings, so 4 �N trail entries.Now bind the variable to an atomi value; again N trailings, so 2N trail entries. So the number ofvalue-address entries on the trail will be at most 3 �N and that means that the trail needs to besix times as large as the heap.D PARMA same variable testBelow is the ode for the test test same var (from the dProlog parma vars variant) given twodereferened terms p and q. It is meant to be alled as test same var(p; q; goto label1; goto label2).The idea is to move along both yles at the same time and ontinuously test whether one is bakat the starting point of the same or of the other yle.#define test_same_var(p,q,sameation,diffation){ dlong *sp, *sq;sp = p; sq = q;while (1){ if (q == sp) sameation;if (p == sq) sameation;p = (dlong *)*p;q = (dlong *)*q;if (p == sp) diffation;if (q == sq) diffation; 23



}}The number of times the loop body is exeuted always equals at most the size of the smallestof the yles starting at p or q. This annot be mimiked in WAM whih in the worst ase musttraverse both referene hains to detet inequality of two free variables, even if one takes intoaount the order (from newer to older variable) in whih WAM makes bindings. [11℄ does not notethis di�erene probably beause their test same var for PARMA variables is asymmetri.The above ode was basially developed in the ontext of HAL [5℄: the original ode wasasymmetri and aounted for some strange performane �gures in some benhmarks. Symmetritreatment of p and q lead to the above.E Tidying the trail an harm youBeginning Jan 2000, Henning Makholm wrote in omp.lang.prolog> If that is orret, it ought to imply that a program suh as...> takes O(N^2) time to run beause eah of the N uts needs> to onsider a trail of length N.>> My problem is that the program seems to run in linear time> on the SICStus 3.8 system we use here.The example by Henning Makholm was wrong.This and other trailing issues have kept us busy for some time while working together with K.Sagonas, so we had a real example ready. Bart Demoen posted it to omp.lang.prolog:q(N) :- mm(N,L) :-mkfreelist(N,L), N > 0,putime(A), M is N - 1,(mm(N,L), fail ; true), mm(M,L),putime(B), !.X is B - A, mm(N,L) :-write(X), nl, fail. mkground(L).mkfreelist(N,L) :- mkground([℄).(N = 0 -> mkground([a|R℄) :-L = [℄ mkground(R).; NN is N - 1,L = [_|R℄,mkfreelist(NN,R)).[for SICStus add: putime(X) :- statistis(runtime,[X|_℄).℄The goal q(N) is now quadrati in N in an implementation doing trailtidying on ut (as XSB), and linear if not.24



PARMA quadrati and WAM linearThe following program - with query ?- t(N) - is quadrati in N for SICStus Prolog and linear inparma vars. The basi idea is: make a list of variables, bind them all together, then bind the �rstone to the integer 1, then test whether all elements of the list are integer. For the latter, aessingthem is enough, the integer/1 test is merely an example.mkvarlist(N,In,L) :- t(N) :-(N = 0 -> statistis(runtime,[T0|_℄),L = In mkvarlist(N,[℄,L),; aliasall(L),NN is N - 1, L = [1|_℄,mkvarlist(NN,[_|In℄,L) statistis(runtime,[T1|_℄),). test(L),statistis(runtime,[T2|_℄),aliasall([_℄) :- !. A0 is T1 - T0,aliasall([X|R℄) :- A1 is T2 - T1,R = [Y|_℄, write(A0), nl,X = Y, write(A1), nl, fail.aliasall(R).test([℄).test([X|R℄) :-integer(X),test(R).Does the opposite also exist: programs for whih PARMA is quadrati and WAM linear ? Anopen question for me ...Lots of numbersThe next tables give all the numbers related to eah of the four term representation, the 5 di�erentbasi modes and for the di�erent assignments or delarations of the WAM P register to di�erenthardware registers - that makes up 120 engines. All the timings are given in 1/100 seonds. Thesizes are in 4-byte words. We refrain from further interpretation of these numbers.
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lop = bx lop = register plain lopsw1 sw2 ju1 ju2 th1 th2 sw1 sw2 ju1 ju2 th1 th2 sw1 sw2 ju1 ju2 th1 th2boyer 52 66 42 42 38 38 54 65 43 42 40 40 54 65 43 42 40 39browse 80 95 50 49 46 46 81 95 53 50 50 49 81 95 52 50 50 49al 85 104 83 82 75 75 87 103 85 82 75 75 85 103 84 81 75 75hat 55 65 47 47 45 44 56 65 48 47 46 44 56 65 49 47 46 44rypt 71 83 57 56 52 52 72 84 57 57 54 53 72 84 57 56 54 53ham 98 115 64 63 59 58 99 117 69 66 63 62 99 117 68 65 63 62meta qsort 75 89 54 54 49 48 75 89 55 54 51 50 76 89 55 54 51 51nrev 134 160 47 46 43 44 137 162 55 51 54 51 137 162 54 50 55 53poly 10 47 56 35 34 33 31 48 55 36 34 33 32 48 55 36 34 33 33queens 16 114 139 93 92 85 85 117 139 95 94 89 87 117 139 95 94 88 87queens 176 213 111 110 103 103 181 214 116 114 111 106 181 214 115 114 111 107reduer 26 30 20 19 19 18 26 30 21 20 19 19 26 30 21 20 19 18sdda 53 64 44 44 42 42 53 64 44 45 43 42 53 64 44 45 43 42send 64 79 54 52 44 45 65 80 54 54 49 49 65 80 54 54 49 49tak 99 123 75 75 70 71 100 122 76 75 72 71 100 122 76 75 71 71zebra 103 112 84 84 82 82 104 113 86 86 85 83 104 113 86 86 85 83indexa 37 48 12 10 10 9 32 45 11 12 10 10 32 45 11 12 10 11indexa2 136 170 76 80 75 74 136 167 79 83 74 74 136 167 78 81 75 76indexf 61 73 26 27 25 25 61 73 26 26 27 25 61 74 26 26 25 23list 108 136 34 34 35 34 120 141 50 45 50 49 120 143 50 45 50 49strut 160 201 57 56 53 52 160 194 58 57 52 50 160 194 57 57 52 50metaall 96 118 46 46 40 40 101 118 48 48 40 42 103 119 48 46 40 41plus1i 103 130 46 48 45 45 110 125 47 46 45 46 110 125 48 47 45 46plus1f 194 236 141 142 133 130 194 232 140 138 134 131 194 232 142 137 134 131snrev 162 202 66 64 65 61 166 194 65 64 59 61 166 194 67 65 59 61snrevswap 162 201 66 64 64 61 173 193 67 66 65 62 174 193 65 64 61 62Table 8: heap vars: di�erent register alloations/delarations
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globp = bx globp = bpsw1 sw2 ju1 ju2 th1 th2 sw1 sw2 ju1 ju2 th1 th2boyer 53 65 43 43 39 39 54 66 43 42 41 40browse 80 95 50 50 46 46 81 98 54 52 50 50al 86 103 85 85 76 75 86 104 85 85 76 76hat 55 65 48 48 46 44 57 67 49 48 47 45rypt 70 84 57 56 53 52 71 86 59 58 55 54ham 97 116 65 62 59 58 101 120 70 68 64 62meta qsort 74 90 54 55 49 50 74 91 56 55 51 51nrev 130 159 46 44 46 45 137 166 56 51 53 53poly 10 47 55 35 34 32 32 48 56 36 34 33 33queens 16 113 136 94 94 85 85 114 140 98 98 93 89queens 174 212 111 109 104 102 177 218 118 115 110 109reduer 25 30 20 20 19 18 26 31 20 20 19 19sdda 53 65 44 45 42 42 54 65 45 45 43 43send 65 79 54 53 44 44 64 81 51 52 51 52tak 101 121 86 76 72 71 99 123 75 73 74 73zebra 101 111 82 81 81 80 109 118 91 90 88 88indexa 34 46 13 12 10 11 35 45 10 11 10 6indexa2 135 167 83 79 73 73 139 171 78 76 75 72indexf 61 74 27 27 27 25 62 76 25 26 25 23list 106 132 35 34 35 34 118 144 49 49 52 48strut 156 195 55 57 54 50 160 198 59 54 54 51metaall 97 118 47 45 40 40 98 123 50 49 44 43plus1i 100 127 46 47 45 44 103 125 47 46 44 44plus1f 215 231 143 143 126 129 195 232 140 139 131 132snrev 164 200 66 65 63 62 163 202 67 64 64 60snrevswap 163 199 66 65 63 62 164 200 66 64 63 62Table 9: heap vars: di�erent register alloations/delarations
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lop = bx lop = register plain lopsw1 sw2 ju1 ju2 th1 th2 sw1 sw2 ju1 ju2 th1 th2 sw1 sw2 ju1 ju2 th1 th2boyer 54 67 44 44 40 40 54 68 44 44 42 41 54 68 44 44 41 41browse 81 95 51 50 48 48 82 97 55 54 51 50 82 97 55 54 51 49al 87 105 87 87 78 77 86 105 88 84 79 77 85 106 87 85 80 78hat 54 64 48 47 46 45 54 64 48 46 45 44 54 64 48 46 45 44rypt 70 84 57 56 52 53 71 86 56 56 53 52 71 86 56 56 52 51ham 99 115 66 65 60 59 101 116 70 67 64 64 101 117 70 67 64 65meta qsort 76 89 56 55 52 51 75 91 56 55 52 51 74 91 57 54 52 51nrev 130 157 45 43 46 43 132 162 52 51 53 52 132 162 53 50 54 51poly 10 46 56 36 34 33 32 47 56 35 34 33 31 47 56 35 35 32 31queens 16 118 141 100 98 89 88 117 143 100 98 92 90 117 143 100 101 92 90queens 176 211 113 110 107 106 180 215 119 116 111 107 180 215 118 117 109 107reduer 26 30 20 20 19 19 26 31 20 20 19 19 25 31 21 20 19 19sdda 51 62 41 42 41 40 52 63 42 42 41 41 51 63 42 42 41 40send 70 85 59 60 49 49 69 85 61 60 54 54 69 85 59 62 54 54tak 101 125 78 78 73 73 103 128 82 79 74 74 102 128 82 82 74 74zebra 103 113 85 83 83 82 105 115 87 87 85 85 105 115 88 87 85 85indexa 35 46 11 11 11 10 38 46 10 12 10 9 38 46 11 12 11 11indexa2 133 165 79 79 75 71 137 168 80 77 70 72 137 169 78 78 71 71indexf 60 73 28 25 27 25 61 77 24 25 25 24 60 77 24 26 25 24list 109 138 35 34 35 34 117 143 48 48 50 48 117 142 50 46 50 47strut 158 199 60 55 52 51 160 195 58 56 55 51 159 195 56 56 54 50metaall 97 117 45 46 41 39 97 118 47 47 41 41 98 118 47 46 42 41plus1i 104 128 48 48 45 44 105 126 47 47 44 44 105 126 47 47 44 44plus1f 189 233 138 136 129 133 192 235 138 135 132 127 192 235 137 137 132 128snrev 166 197 65 64 63 58 164 197 65 64 63 61 164 197 66 65 63 62snrevswap 164 197 66 64 65 60 163 197 66 64 62 61 163 197 65 65 63 63Table 10: wam vars: di�erent register alloations/delarations
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globp = bx globp = bpsw1 sw2 ju1 ju2 th1 th2 sw1 sw2 ju1 ju2 th1 th2boyer 55 67 42 42 40 40 54 67 44 44 42 42browse 79 95 50 50 49 47 82 99 55 54 52 51al 85 104 87 87 78 78 84 105 86 86 77 78hat 56 65 48 47 45 45 55 66 49 48 46 46rypt 70 85 56 56 53 52 70 83 57 56 52 51ham 99 118 64 61 60 59 100 120 71 68 66 64meta qsort 75 90 55 55 52 51 76 91 57 56 52 51nrev 129 158 46 44 44 43 135 161 58 52 52 50poly 10 47 56 34 33 32 31 47 56 35 34 32 32queens 16 116 141 97 98 88 88 117 143 102 102 93 91queens 175 212 111 108 103 103 180 217 120 117 111 110reduer 25 30 20 20 19 18 26 31 21 21 19 19sdda 51 61 43 42 40 40 52 64 43 43 42 41send 70 86 52 52 50 49 69 87 60 58 55 55tak 101 125 77 77 73 75 101 125 79 80 76 78zebra 103 112 84 82 82 81 107 118 90 89 88 88indexa 36 48 11 11 12 11 38 47 13 13 10 10indexa2 136 166 79 78 71 74 138 169 78 80 72 73indexf 61 77 28 25 25 25 61 77 26 25 26 24list 108 135 35 34 34 34 118 142 48 48 52 48strut 159 198 60 54 54 49 160 194 57 53 54 50metaall 95 119 44 43 40 41 99 122 48 49 43 41plus1i 104 126 48 47 45 44 99 123 47 41 37 41plus1f 189 230 135 138 125 129 201 240 139 139 134 132snrev 165 197 65 64 64 61 165 196 66 64 61 62snrevswap 164 197 65 64 65 61 164 195 65 63 62 62Table 11: wam vars: di�erent register alloations/delarations
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lop = bx lop = register plain lopsw1 sw2 ju1 ju2 th1 th2 sw1 sw2 ju1 ju2 th1 th2 sw1 sw2 ju1 ju2 th1 th2boyer 53 67 44 44 40 40 54 67 46 45 41 40 54 67 45 45 41 41browse 77 96 52 51 48 46 78 96 52 52 48 47 78 96 52 52 48 47al 85 105 85 84 77 77 86 105 84 85 78 76 86 105 86 85 78 77hat 56 67 50 49 47 46 55 66 51 49 48 46 55 66 51 49 48 46rypt 71 83 56 56 53 52 71 83 57 56 54 53 71 83 57 56 54 53ham 95 118 70 64 62 60 97 116 69 66 63 61 98 117 69 67 63 61meta qsort 77 94 59 58 55 54 78 94 59 59 54 54 78 94 59 59 54 54nrev 131 163 51 47 48 47 144 169 59 57 57 55 143 169 59 57 57 55poly 10 47 56 36 35 33 34 47 56 36 35 34 33 46 56 36 35 34 33queens 16 117 141 97 98 91 90 117 139 100 98 90 92 117 140 100 98 90 92queens 175 216 116 116 114 113 181 216 121 119 116 114 178 216 121 119 115 114reduer 28 33 23 22 21 21 28 33 23 22 21 21 28 33 23 22 21 21sdda 54 65 46 45 43 43 54 66 46 45 42 42 54 65 46 45 42 42send 66 83 57 57 52 52 69 84 59 59 53 53 69 84 59 59 53 53tak 103 128 81 81 75 75 103 128 82 83 76 75 103 128 82 83 76 75zebra 119 128 100 100 98 97 118 126 98 97 97 97 118 126 98 98 98 97indexa 33 45 12 12 10 10 35 45 13 11 11 11 35 45 13 11 11 11indexa2 130 168 84 82 71 72 136 169 82 79 79 75 136 168 82 80 80 75indexf 59 75 28 29 28 26 62 76 30 29 29 26 62 76 31 30 29 28list 103 131 35 34 35 34 120 140 48 43 50 49 121 140 48 42 51 49strut 159 206 70 65 65 64 164 204 68 70 67 63 163 204 68 66 83 63metaall 91 115 46 42 40 41 93 117 45 46 39 40 91 117 45 46 41 40plus1i 105 128 49 47 44 45 106 126 47 46 44 43 106 126 47 46 44 43plus1f 191 234 144 138 135 132 195 230 138 141 138 135 195 230 138 141 138 134snrev 171 212 77 74 73 75 175 211 76 74 73 75 175 210 76 73 75 75snrevswap 171 211 76 75 73 75 174 210 75 75 73 74 175 210 77 74 75 74Table 12: parma vars: di�erent register alloations/delarations
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globp = bx globp = bpsw1 sw2 ju1 ju2 th1 th2 sw1 sw2 ju1 ju2 th1 th2boyer 55 67 44 44 40 39 55 68 46 46 41 41browse 78 94 52 52 48 46 80 97 54 53 50 49al 84 105 84 85 78 77 85 106 87 85 77 76hat 55 66 50 48 47 46 57 68 52 50 49 48rypt 70 84 56 56 53 53 72 83 58 57 53 53ham 98 117 66 64 62 60 100 119 69 68 64 61meta qsort 77 93 59 59 55 54 80 95 61 60 56 56nrev 134 165 52 49 48 46 145 169 61 60 52 56poly 10 48 57 36 34 33 33 47 57 36 36 34 33queens 16 114 141 97 98 91 91 117 141 99 98 90 90queens 176 217 115 115 114 112 183 220 123 121 117 115reduer 28 33 23 22 21 21 29 33 23 23 22 22sdda 54 66 45 45 43 42 55 67 47 47 44 43send 67 83 57 57 53 53 69 84 59 60 49 48tak 106 132 80 82 75 75 104 129 85 84 76 76zebra 119 128 98 98 97 97 125 135 106 105 105 105indexa 36 46 11 11 12 10 36 47 12 12 11 10indexa2 139 170 78 82 77 74 136 170 82 81 76 71indexf 60 77 30 28 28 26 59 77 28 28 29 27list 109 133 35 34 35 34 121 140 47 45 51 50strut 164 207 67 67 67 63 162 203 68 66 66 63metaall 93 118 45 45 40 39 96 120 48 48 40 41plus1i 105 126 50 52 44 45 104 126 48 50 46 44plus1f 197 233 142 143 135 135 196 236 142 142 136 137snrev 175 216 76 77 73 74 174 212 75 76 73 76snrevswap 174 215 77 76 75 73 173 211 73 75 75 77Table 13: parma vars: di�erent register alloations/delarations
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lop = bx lop = register plain lopsw1 sw2 ju1 ju2 th1 th2 sw1 sw2 ju1 ju2 th1 th2 sw1 sw2 ju1 ju2 th1 th2boyer 56 69 46 45 42 42 57 68 46 46 44 44 57 69 46 46 44 44browse 87 104 59 56 53 53 86 103 60 58 55 54 85 103 59 58 54 54al 86 106 86 86 76 77 87 107 84 87 79 79 85 105 85 87 79 79hat 57 66 49 48 48 47 55 67 51 49 48 47 55 67 51 49 49 47rypt 72 85 59 59 55 54 73 87 60 58 57 56 73 87 60 58 57 56ham 101 121 73 71 65 64 100 120 73 69 68 66 100 121 73 69 68 66meta qsort 78 92 59 57 54 53 78 93 59 57 54 54 77 93 58 57 54 53nrev 141 168 58 56 57 56 132 171 58 61 62 62 133 171 58 58 63 63poly 10 49 59 37 36 35 34 52 59 38 37 36 36 51 59 38 37 36 36queens 16 117 145 100 99 91 90 116 143 100 98 94 94 116 143 100 100 95 94queens 185 222 126 124 116 113 187 224 129 124 123 119 186 224 128 123 121 120reduer 28 33 23 22 21 21 28 33 22 22 21 21 28 33 23 22 21 21sdda 54 67 46 45 44 44 56 67 46 45 44 44 56 67 46 45 45 44send 67 85 59 59 49 49 69 85 60 58 57 56 69 85 60 58 56 56tak 100 126 79 79 72 73 105 126 80 80 76 75 106 126 80 79 78 75zebra 111 120 94 93 90 90 112 121 93 93 91 92 112 121 93 93 91 92indexa 37 47 11 10 11 12 35 47 13 12 10 11 36 47 11 12 10 10indexa2 136 162 73 73 72 72 135 171 85 80 76 75 135 170 85 80 74 74indexf 60 76 24 23 23 23 61 77 25 23 23 23 61 76 24 25 24 24list 115 148 45 41 42 41 110 143 45 42 49 47 110 143 45 43 49 47strut 161 203 65 62 60 57 164 204 67 62 69 68 164 204 67 62 69 68metaall 99 122 50 49 45 43 98 122 51 49 46 46 98 121 51 50 47 45plus1i 105 129 47 47 45 45 105 126 46 45 44 43 104 126 46 45 43 44plus1f 188 233 135 135 129 128 190 232 135 136 134 134 190 232 136 136 134 132snrev 170 205 79 74 74 74 169 212 77 76 78 78 171 211 78 76 76 77snrevswap 175 204 78 76 74 76 169 211 78 77 77 77 169 211 77 76 75 79Table 14: tag on data: di�erent register alloations/delarations
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globp = bx globp = bpsw1 sw2 ju1 ju2 th1 th2 sw1 sw2 ju1 ju2 th1 th2boyer 55 68 46 45 42 41 56 70 46 46 44 44browse 85 104 57 58 54 53 86 105 60 58 56 55al 86 105 84 85 77 77 85 105 86 85 78 77hat 56 66 50 47 47 46 57 68 51 50 48 47rypt 73 86 59 58 56 55 73 87 60 59 56 55ham 101 120 71 70 66 65 101 123 73 71 69 66meta qsort 78 92 58 57 54 52 78 93 59 59 56 55nrev 135 170 58 52 56 55 134 172 59 56 62 62poly 10 49 57 38 38 35 34 50 58 38 37 36 35queens 16 117 143 99 98 92 92 118 144 100 99 93 100queens 185 223 125 123 116 114 184 225 130 126 121 121reduer 28 33 23 22 21 21 28 33 23 22 22 21sdda 55 65 47 45 43 43 56 68 47 46 45 45send 67 85 59 59 54 54 69 85 60 61 57 56tak 100 124 78 79 71 73 101 126 80 82 76 81zebra 112 119 93 93 91 90 116 127 98 97 97 95indexa 36 45 11 11 11 11 34 46 11 11 10 10indexa2 133 163 76 76 71 71 135 168 81 81 73 74indexf 61 77 23 25 23 22 60 75 23 24 23 23list 115 143 45 42 42 40 112 148 44 43 49 48strut 166 206 65 62 61 59 156 203 65 64 69 68metaall 96 119 50 48 45 44 101 124 53 50 47 47plus1i 106 126 54 54 45 45 100 126 44 43 37 40plus1f 196 233 134 134 132 132 198 244 141 143 137 139snrev 166 210 78 76 72 72 163 201 79 77 75 76snrevswap 165 210 79 76 74 72 163 200 78 76 76 76Table 15: tag on data: di�erent register alloations/delarations
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